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Abstract*Seven individuals with unilateral anterior inferior temporal "AIT# lobectomies performed two types of shape recognition
tasks with line drawings of 2D objects brie~y presented in either the left or the right visual _eld[ In one task\ subjects named familiar
objects in a name priming paradigm[ In the other task\ subjects judged whether two objects\ presented sequentially with an intervening
mask\ were the same or di}erent in shape\ disregarding di}erences in orientation of up to 59> in depth[ They could not use names or
basic level concepts to do the matching as the stimuli were either nonsense objects or\ if familiar objects\ were of same nameÐ
di}erent!shaped exemplars on di}erent trials[ The disadvantage of presenting an image to the lobectomized hemisphere was negligible
in both tasks[ Two non!exclusive possibilities are suggested by this result] "a# Object recognition is completed posterior to AIT\ likely
at the temporalÐoccipital boundary\ with no deleterious retrograde e}ects on object recognition from the AIT section\ or "b# Callosal
transfer of object information prior to AIT is completely e.cient[ These results\ along with results of single unit recording and lesion
experiments in the monkey\ PET and MRI imaging in humans\ and a plausibility argument based on the pattern of callosal
connections suggest both are correct[ Rather than mediating real!time object recognition\ AIT may code representations for visual
episodes and scenes[ Þ 0886 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[
Key Words] anterior inferior temporal cortex^ object recognition^ extrastriate visual systems^ temporal lobectomy^ higher level vision[

ditions depends on two factors] the participation of AIT
in recognition\ and whether the information for rec!
ognition is con_ned to the hemisphere that initially
received the image[ If AIT plays a role in object recog!
nition\ and the input information is con_ned to the hemi!
sphere that initially received the image\ then de_cits in
recognition should be evident when the image is projected
to the lobectomized hemisphere[ The magnitude of these
de_cits would depend on the importance of AIT for
object recognition[ Alternatively\ if recognition is
accomplished prior to AIT "and the AIT section does not
result in retrograde ipsilateral loss of critical tissue#\ or
the transfer of information to the opposite hemisphere is
completely e.cient "in both rate and quality#\ then no
de_cit would be expected[ If the transfer was only par!
tially e.cient then some de_cit would be expected when
the image is projected to the lobectomized hemisphere[
In the next two sections we review the role of AIT in
object recognition\ _rst in the monkey and then the
human[ Object recognition is de_ned as the immediate
activation of a representation of the shape of a stimulus\

Introduction
Temporal lobectomy is a procedure in which\ minimally\
the anterior half of one temporal lobe is removed\ typi!
cally as a treatment for epilepsy[ Although the superior
"speech# region is spared if the surgery is performed in
the dominant hemisphere\ the anterior inferior temporal
cortex "AIT#\ an area shown to be exclusively concerned
with vision in the monkey ð0Ł\ is always removed[ In
the present investigation\ pictures of objects were brie~y
presented to temporal lobectomized individuals for
identi_cation in either the left or the right visual _eld[
Our major interest was in whether performance would be
impaired when the images were presented to the lobec!
tomized hemisphere compared to the intact hemisphere[
Whether an impairment is evidenced under these con!
*
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su.cient for access to a basic level class ð49Ł if one exists
for that stimulus[ Following that review\ we report the
results of two experiments with individuals with uni!
lateral AIT sections\ in which we compared object rec!
ognition performance for images projected to the
hemisphere that did or did not have its AIT[ To anticipate
the results\ we found no e}ect of AIT removal] Rec!
ognition performance was equally good for images pro!
jected to the lobectomized and intact hemispheres\ in
both a sameÐdi}erent matching task of depth!rotated
objects and a naming task[

Is the anterior inferotemporal lobe "AIT# required for high
level shape recognition in monkeys<
There is widespread acceptance of Ungerleider and
Mishkin|s ð59Ł proposal that two di}erent streams\ the
ventral and the dorsal\ are involved in the processing of
shape[ Both streams have their origins in the primary
visual projection area\ V0\ but the ventral pathway\
V0 : V1 : V3 : TEO : TE "with the latter two stages
in the inferior temporal ðITŁ cortex#\ is generally assumed
to subserve object recognition[ The other\ the dorsal
stream\ extends from V0 to PP "posterior parietal cortex#
and has been characterized as mediating spatial rep!
resentations[ Our interest in the present investigation is
with the ventral stream[
Bilateral AIT removal in the monkey[ Holmes and
Gross ð17Ł showed that bilateral removal of IT$ results
in marked de_cits in learning object discriminations when
the stimuli are di}erent in shape[ These investigators also
documented a de_cit in the relearning of discriminations
learned preoperatively[ These are shape!discrimination
de_cits rather than general de_cits in visual learning
because Holmes and Gross ð18Ł also showed that IT
lesioned animals were equivalent to controls when dis!
criminating stimuli that were of the same shape but
di}ering in size or in large angles\ i[e[ ×59>\ in their
1D orientation[ "Curiously\ the ability to perform an
orientation discrimination task was lost in IT monkeys
when the stimuli were simple lines or gratings[#
Additional evidence for involvement of IT in object
processing derives from the observation of Holmes and
Gross ð17Ł that monkeys with bilateral sections of the
temporal lobes seem to employ di}erent sets of cues than
normal controls\ such as whether the lower section of the
stimulus is parallel with the edge of the display rather
than the actual shape of the stimulus[ Gross ð11Ł and
Holmes and Gross ð17Ł suggest that the success of these
IT monkeys at performing a visual shape discrimination
task may thus derive from contributions of other cortical
*
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
$ IT ablations in monkeys typically spare the temporal pole\
the region anterior to the terminus of the superior temporal
sulcus[ This region is removed in the temporal lobe surgeries in
the present investigation[

areas\ such as those specifying locations in space[ The
sectioning of the posterior region of IT\ TEO\ tends to
produce de_cits in the discrimination of single objects
whereas the anterior region\ TE\ produces de_cits in the
performance of several simultaneous discriminations
ð21Ł[
Sin`le unit recordin` in the monkey[ Consistent with an
IT locus of higher level vision is the _nding that cells in
TE in the monkey show tuned responding to visual shape
"e[g[ Refs ð0Ł\ ð24Ł\ ð26Ł\ ð34Ł\ ð47Ł and ð48Ł#[ These cells\ in
general\ show the position and size invariance that are
characteristic of human object recognition performance
ð4\ 5\ 07Ł[
Bayliss et al[ ð0Ł recorded from neurons in a subarea of
TE and found that a sizable proportion were not only
exclusively visual\ but also responsive only to static
"rather than moving# objects[ Only a small proportion of
these cells responded to faces or to oriented gratings[ The
majority of these cells exhibited tuned responding in 89Ð
049 msec\ making them prime candidates for mediating
object recognition\ in that humans can readily recognize
object pictures from exposures of that duration ð20Ł[
These regions were just posterior "up to 19 mm# to the
sphenoid "the anterior terminus of the superior temporal
_ssure#[ If the same typology characterized humans\ a
temporal lobectomy would likely remove the hom!
ologous tissue[
Although early reports suggested that\ aside from cells
tuned to faces and hands\ tuning of IT cells is non!speci_c
in that a broad range of objects could stimulate them
ð03Ł\ more recent reports suggest highly speci_c tuning to
shape\ sometimes with a conjoined surface property such
as color or shading "e[g[ Refs ð19Ł and ð47Ł#[ Tanaka and
his colleagues ð48\ 19\ 24Ł have documented selectivity of
these AIT cells in the anesthetized monkey to object!like
features of medium complexity\ such as a trihedral angle
or a small sphere on top of a larger sphere[ These features
were determined by gradually stripping away the other
features of far more complex objects\ such as models of
animals or foods\ that were initially employed to discover
what could strongly excite the cell[ The cells are insen!
sitive to simpler stimuli that would convey the major
spatial frequency components of the shape or only one
of the components[ A columnar organization is apparent
in these regions of TE\ in that cells prefer quite di}erent
stimuli in adjacent columns but show di}erential tuning
to metric variations of the feature within a column[ An
examination of the preferred stimuli suggests that adjac!
ent columns appear to be tuned to stimuli that di}er
in viewpoint invariant properties "e[g[ straight\ curved\
vertex type# and it is possible that a particular object
would generally continue to activate its column"s#*and
not others*as it was rotated in depth as long as its major
features were present in the image[ For example\ one cell
"K[ Tanaka\ personal communication\ January\ 0884#
responded to a circle and a variety of horizontal and
vertical ellipses\ which would be projections of a circle at
di}erent orientations in depth[ This cell did not respond
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to a triangle\ square or star[ "It would be interesting to
determine the extent to which a preferred stimulus would
continue to _re a cell as the stimulus was rotated in
depth[# An important characteristic of human object rec!
ognition performance is the ability to employ viewpoint!
invariant di}erences to recognize objects at arbitrary
orientations in depth\ despite dramatic variations in the
two!dimensional image ð6\ 7Ł[
It is now quite evident that after intensive training with
a set of visual stimuli\ TE cells in monkeys show tuned
responding to the experimental stimuli[ In awake monk!
eys\ Miyashita and his colleagues "e[g[ Refs ð34Ł\ ð40Ł and
ð41Ł# reported increased _ring rates of TE cells to novel
fractal patterns presented for memory "as well as to shape
preserving planar rotations and their re~ections#[ Alt!
ering the amplitude or phase parameters of the fractal
patterns "so they look di}erent in shape# reduced the
_ring rates[ Logothetis et al[ ð26Ł\ using objects resembling
bent paper clips and ameboids\ also demonstrated that
some cells responded to a particular orientation of a
studied object "but often were invariant over changes in
position or size#[
Desimone and his associates ð25\ 31Ł\ in a variety of
match!to!sample and working memory tasks\ have also
demonstrated alterations in _ring of IT cells to pictures
of objects\ though in this case more often the familiar or
memorized stimulus was associated with a decrease in
_ring rate\ presumably re~ecting competitive inhibi!
tion from other units self!organized to respond to the
stimulus[
The demonstrations in Miyashita\ Logothetis and
Desimone|s laboratories that AIT cells can become tuned
to experimentally familiarized stimuli were performed
with awake monkeys where recording was done over an
interval in which the stimulus was\ presumably\ actively
rehearsed or visualized so it could be discriminated from
distractors[ Kobatake and Tanaka "described in Ref[ ð47Ł#
have shown increased responding to experimentally trai!
ned stimuli by TE cells in the anesthetized monkey[ They
trained two monkeys to discriminate 17 {moderately!
complex| shapes with a delayed matching!to!sample task
in which the monkeys had to select the correct shape
from _ve alternatives[ After a year of training\ one!third
of the cells gave a maximum response to some of the
shapes used in the training "a set of animal and plant
models that had been used to determine the critical fea!
tures in naive monkeys#[ Only 4) of the cells in untrained
monkeys responded maximally to these shapes[ Unfor!
tunately\ the response of the cells were not analyzed fur!
ther to determine if they were tuned to the same kind of
complex stimuli that had been discovered in the naive
monkeys[
Over 49) of the cells in the Miyashita and Logothetis
experiments were found to be tuned to the experimental
stimuli "i[e[ fractal patterns\ wire objects or ameboids#\ a
rate somewhat higher than the 22) incidence of Tanaka
ð47Ł[ It is possible that some of the higher rates of tuning
in the Miyashita and Logothetis experiments might
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re~ect their weaker criterion for tuning of some respon!
siveness rather than the criterion of maximal respon!
siveness speci_ed by Tanaka[ Alternatively\ the di}erence
might re~ect active processing in the awake monkeys
performing the Miyashita and Logothetis tasks[ In the
Logothetis experiments\ of those units that could be
driven by the experimental stimuli\ 00[5) were selective
to the presented view of the target object[
The evidence seems clear that area TE in the macaque
is tunable to arbitrary stimuli[ Tanaka|s ð59Ł _nding that
tuning was present in the anesthetized monkey rules out
active maintenance strategies as a cause of at least some
of the tuning[ The implications of this tuning will be
considered in the Discussion[

Is the anterior inferotemporal lobe "AIT# required for high
level shape recognition in humans<
Unilateral temporal lobe removal and free viewing[ Uni!
lateral temporal lobectomy does not result in noticeable
de_cits in object recognition tasks either in monkeys ð38Ł
or in humans ð32\ 33Ł[ Individuals with right AIT lobec!
tomies do reveal\ however\ modest de_cits in their rec!
ognition of visual stimuli that cannot be easily labeled\
such as faces and geometric designs\ as well as in the
interpretation of anomalous scenes ð32\ 33Ł[ Damage to
the left middle temporal area "Brodmann|s area 10# has
been implicated in at least two reports of severe de_cits
in object naming\ but not in object recognition ð01Ł\ð08Ł[
The anterior portions of Brodmann|s area 10 were
removed by the surgery performed on the subjects in the
present investigation[
It should be noted that the evidence for the lack of
de_cit in basic!level object identi_cation with AIT lobec!
tomies has come from tasks that allowed free viewing of
the stimuli in which the individual could examine an
object at his or her own pace "e[g[ Refs ð32Ł and ð33Ł#[ By
far\ this has been the predominant mode of assessing
visual de_cits in patient populations[ Uncontrolled are
the loci\ number\ and duration of _xations of the image[
Inspection "eye movement# strategies in the free viewing
situations could have allowed the information critical for
recognition to be processed by the intact hemisphere\
obscuring a possible de_cit that would have been mani!
fested if the information was solely projected to the lobec!
tomized hemisphere[ It is also the case that measurement
of response latency was rarely undertaken in these stud!
ies\ so any di}erence in recognition latency between the
intact and lobectomized hemispheres would have passed
unnoticed[ Remarkably\ we could _nd no experiments
assessing visual recognition de_cits in patient populations
with brief\ lateralized presentations[ In Martha Farah|s
monograph\ Visual A`nosia ð05Ł\ which reviews 88 case
reports in the literature on object agnosia\ not a single
study with brief lateralized presentations is presented\
despite the evidence for di}erential hemispheric e}ects
and the potential that brief lateralized presentations hold
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for evaluating the claims that unilateral temporal lobec!
tomy does not a}ect recognition[
Posterior locus for object reco`nition in humans< On the
basis of free viewing and drawing performance in patient
populations "though with appropriate attention to the
time requirements#\ Farah ð05Ł argued that the capacity
to represent multiple shapes\ such as the letters making
up a word or the parts of an object that can be decom!
posed into parts\ depends on the left inferior temporalÐ
occipital region "i[e[ the fusiform#[ The representation of
the parts themselves\ she maintained\ involves the tem!
poralÐoccipital cortex bilaterally[ Perceiving the overall
shape of the object from unconventional orientations or
lighting conditions is dependent on the posterior\ inferior
region of the right parietal lobe[ These de_cits\ according
to Farah\ would thus stem from lesions to areas far pos!
terior to AIT[ These areas would thus be spared by tem!
poral lobectomies[
Ima`ery investi`ations[ Several PET investigations ð02\
14\ 39\ 44Ł are consistent with Farah|s contention that
occipital regions\ speci_cally regions near the temporo!
occipital junction and those on the ventral medial surface
of the occipitalÐtemporal region\ are involved in object
recognition[ Both the Haxby et al[ and Sergent et al[
studies indicated that the areas of greatest rCBF during
object recognition were in the ventral regions of the
occipital lobe[ Haxby et al[ ð14Ł measured PET activity
during performance of the Benton Face Recognition
Test[ Compared to the control condition "a simple sen!
sory!motor task involving the detection of three squares#\
most of the task!associated activity was observed in the
ventral region of the occipital cortex^ none was evident
in the temporal lobe[ However\ it is arguable whether the
Benton is really a shape recognition test[ Rather it is an
extremely di.cult discrimination test in that the choice
faces are highly similar to the target and to each other[
Performance is often dependent on discovering a small\
distinguishing feature such as the exact shape of an
eyebrow\ and it may be this requirement that taxes the
occipital cortex[
Sergent et al[ ð44Ł obtained PET imagery during three
experimental tasks^ an object classi_cation task in which
subjects made {living| vs {non!living or man!made| cat!
egorization judgments\ a gender discrimination task\ and
a face discrimination task "actor vs non!actor# involving
recognition of a set of famous faces[ They employed three
control conditions] _xation of a central point\ passive
looking at faces\ and discrimination of the orientation
of horizontal and vertical gratings by pressing buttons[
Noteworthy about this study was the employment of
MRI for the individual subjects so that rCBF loci could
be more precisely localized with respect to cortical
structures[
After subtraction of the activity from the gratings task\
the object task showed signi_cant residual activity at
the left inferior temporal region "Brodmann|s area 19#\
fusiform "26\ in its more posterior regions#\ middle tem!
poral "10# and middle occipital "08# gyri[ However\ there

was no evidence of increased activity in the anterior tem!
poral cortex[
Consistent with the Haxby et al[ ð14Ł results was the
_nding that the gender discrimination task yielded sig!
ni_cant di}erential activity "though primarily on the right
side# in the ventral regions of the occipital cortex\ in areas
07 and 08[ Like the Benton\ gender discrimination\ in
the absence of easy features such as hair\ makeup\ and
jewelry\ may require relatively _ne discriminations\ com!
pared to those typically required for object recognition[
Support for this interpretation comes from the _nding in
the Sergent et al[ ð44Ł study that\ compared to dis!
criminating the orientation of gratings\ all the signi_cant
di}erential rCBF associated with the gender dis!
crimination task was posterior to the signi_cant di}er!
ential rCBF associated with the object classi_cation task[
Even if one accepts the argument that object agnosias
are produced by posterior lesions and that object rec!
ognition increases rCBF in the occipital cortex\ it does
not necessarily mean that the shape representations
mediating recognition are activated at those regions[
Instead\ it is possible that the posterior regions are a
necessary "and a more energy!demanding# prerequisite to
more anterior processing in the temporal lobes[
The more recent investigations of Martin et al[ ð39Ł and
Damasio et al[ ð02Ł assessed whether di}erent loci would
be found in PET activity when viewing or silently naming
man!made objects and animals[ In addition\ Damasio et
al[ ð02Ł investigated whether these areas would be con!
sistent with the naming de_cits resulting from cortical
lesions[
The Martin et al[ ð39Ł study examined silent naming of
objects and animals with a subtraction control of passive
viewing of nonsense objects[ Relative to naming tools\
naming animals produced activity in the left middle tem!
poral gyrus "Brodmann|s area 10#[ However\ this region
would be largely spared in the temporal lobe surgery[
Martin et al[|s results are generally consistent with those
of Damasio et al[ ð02Ł in showing a more posterior locus
of tool naming "area 08# compared to that of animal
naming[ In addition\ Martin et al[ ð39Ł\ like Sergent et al[
ð44Ł\ found increased anterior fusiform activity in the
object naming tasks[
The lesions in the present investigation spared the areas
that show the most PET activity for object recognition
and only marginally a}ected\ if at all\ those areas that
are active for animal recognition[

Present investigation] using brief\ lateralized presentations
to assess the role of cortical structures
The present investigation was designed to evaluate the
role in higher level shape recognition of those regions of
the temporal lobe that had been removed through
surgery[ To prevent the eye _xation strategies available
in free viewing\ the images were presented to the left or
right of _xation so that they would be initially projected
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to the contralateral hemisphere\ at durations too brief to
permit multiple _xations of the picture[ We also measured
the reaction time "RT# of the response so that di}erences
in real!time e.ciency could be assessed[ In addition\ the
stimuli were line drawings\ lacking surface cues of color
and texture\ as we wanted to evaluate whether shape
information from contours corresponding to the sig!
ni_cant orientation and depth discontinuities critical for
object recognition ð1\ 8Ł\ rather than surface cues\ is pro!
cessed in these regions[
The images were presented in the left or right visual
_elds to eliminate callosal transfer to the opposite hemi!
sphere by a}erents along the vertical midline as far as
possible in the ventral stream[ In a landmark inves!
tigation\ Clarke and Miklossy ð09Ł were able to study
callosal connections by silver!impregnating degenerating
axons in sections of six human brains from individuals
who had su}ered recent unilateral occipital infarctions[
They determined that in humans\ there are no callosal
connections from area 06 in one hemisphere to area 06
in the other[ The connections are all from 06 to 07\ and
then only at the vertical midline[ In the monkey\ a 0>
separation is su.cient to keep the activation in the ipsi!
lateral temporal lobe until after V3\ as cells in V3 rarely
have receptive _elds that extend beyond 0> in the con!
tralateral _eld\ although Desimone et al[ ð04Ł has shown
that color!speci_c suppressive e}ects in V3 can be
recruited from considerably greater distances in the con!
tralateral hemisphere[ Since V3 in the macaque has cal!
losal connections along the horizontal meridian "D[
Felleman\ personal communication\ 0880#\ the pictures
were also presented above or below the horizon\ so that
they were in one of the four quadrants\ to eliminate this
possible source of inter!hemispheric transfer in case the
homologous area to V3$ in the human has the same
callosal connectivity as in the macaque[ We thus assume
that shape information would have been con_ned to the
hemisphere contralateral to the visual _eld in which the
image was shown until at least an area that might be
homologous with V3[ After V3 in the monkey\ callosal
connections at the posterior temporal lobe would allow
transfer to the contralateral temporal lobe ð36Ł[ Using
autoradiographic measures\ Pandya and Seltzer showed
that all the interhemispheric connections at AIT are by
way of the anterior commissure[ If AIT is critical for the
high level object recognition demanded by these tasks\
the present experiment allowed a test of whether the
interhemispheric connections in the temporal lobe are
su.cient for real!time object recognition[
Two tasks\ both using line drawings\ were used[ In
Experiment 0\ subjects had to judge whether two sequen!
tially presented pictures "with an intervening mask#
depicted the same or di}erent object[ Same trials included
those where an object was depicted at either the same or
di}erent orientations in depth\ so the actual contours in
*
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
$ Possible homologues in humans of macaque V3 will be
considered in the discussion[
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the image could change[ Di}erent trials were of objects
with the same name but a di}erent shape[ This task was
run using both real objects and a highly similar set of
nonsense objects "which\ of course\ did not have names#[
The ability to classify an image on the basis of its three
dimensional shape is taken as an essential requirement
for object recognition "e[g[ Ref[ ð28Ł#[ In Experiment 1\
subjects named pictures\ with a second block run to assess
priming[ We view these tasks as {high level| shape rec!
ognition activities^ one engaging the verbal system for
basic!level classi_cation\ the other requiring the deter!
mination of equivalence from non!identical images[ Cor!
rect performance on these tasks could not be
accomplished by use of a simple classi_cation of contour\
as\ e[g[ straight vs curved or long vs short[
Some of the individuals were missing the left AIT\
others the right[ It was not clear whether to expect any
perceptual di}erences depending upon which temporal
lobe was removed in that prior experiments in our lab!
oratory ð4Ł with normal human subjects did not reveal
any hemi_eld di}erences in naming of object pictures to
the left or right visual _eld[ Furthermore\ Nelson et al[
ð35Ł tested subjects prior to temporal lobe surgery using
visually evoked potentials and found no di}erences
between left! and right!damaged individuals[ On the basis
of the reports by A[ Damasio et al[ ð01Ł\ H[ Damasio et
al[ ð02Ł\ and Flude et al[ ð08Ł\ however\ de_cits in naming
might be expected from those individuals who had left
temporal lobectomies[ Further\ Sergent et al[ ð44Ł and
Martin et al[ ð39Ł found activation of the left temporal
areas during their object recognition task[

Experiment 0] SameÐdifferent shape judgments of depth!
rotated shapes
Method
Subjects[ The patients were seven temporal lobectomized
individuals "four left and three right^ two males and _ve females#
residing in the Twin Cities Metropolitan area who had under!
gone anterior temporal lobectomy at The University of
Minnesota Medical Center[ The surgical resident described
the procedure as follows]
The extent of the resection posterior to the temporal pole is
dictated to some degree by the _ndings from the electro!
corticography recordings during surgery\ but usually it will be
about 3[4Ð4[9 cm in a left dominant hemisphere and 4[9Ð6[9 cm
in a right non!dominant hemisphere[ There are no anatomical
landmarks for the resection line as such[ In this center the
superior temporal gyrus is not preserved[ Middle and inferior
temporal\ and fusiform and parahippocampal gyri are removed
as far back as the resection line[ Mesially the lateral two!thirds
of the amygdala are removed and the anterior 1Ð2 cm of the
hippocampus[ Occasionally\ when the Wada test has suggested
the importance of the mesial structures for memory function\
the amygdala and hippocampus are not removed "K[ G[ Davies\
personal communication\ 07 July 0880#[
Figure 0 shows a diagram made by Dr Davis illustrating the
extent of the resection in the left hemisphere[ Unfortunately\
we had no post!operative MRI data that would allow us to
quantify the degree of temporal lobe resection for individual
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Fig[ 0[ Diagram illustrating the extent of the surgery "hand drawn diagonal lines# on a left hemisphere patient with the sparing of
the speech areas[ Lines drawn by K[ G[ Davis\ M[D[

subjects[ In addition\ inspection of the neuropathology speci!
mens revealed little structural speci_city regarding exactly what
structures were removed[
The patients were tested in a 1!hour session at the University
of Minnesota[ The control subjects were eight individuals\ all
right handed\ tested at the University of Southern California[
Table 0 shows the speci_cations of these subjects with respect
to age\ sex\ education\ handedness\ and\ for the patients\ the
dominant hemisphere\ as determined by Wada testing ð50Ł\ and
the age at which the _rst seizure was experienced[ The most
striking di}erence in the histories between the right and left
temporal lobe patients was in the age of the _rst seizure[ For
those with right lobectomies\ the _rst seizure was in young
adulthood\ at age 07 "range 04Ð10# but all the left lobectomy
individuals had been experiencing seizures since birth[ This
distinction\ however\ was merely a characteristic of our sample\
rather than a general characteristic of this patient population ð35Ł[
The 0[8!year advantage in years of post!secondary education
of the controls compared to the patients underestimates the real
di}erences in educational level between the two groups[ Six of
the eight controls were university students\ one was a Cal Tech
post!doctoral student in computational neurobiology and one
was a secretary with 1 years of post!secondary education[ In all
cases but one\ the post!secondary school education for the
patients was at Minnesota vocational technical schools that are
comparable to community colleges[ It is thus highly likely that
the general ability level of the controls was considerably higher
than that of the patients[
In this particular sample\ the general ability level of the pa!
tients with right temporal lobe removal was\ on average\ con!
siderably higher than those for the left[ Table 1 presents a more
detailed speci_cation of the neuropsychological testing of the
patients\ performed prior to the recruitment of the subjects for
the study[ A general superiority in functioning of the right
temporal lobe group is evident[ This superiority does not appear

to be a consequence of the surgery as these di}erences can be
seen with the preoperative IQ scores\ shown in parentheses\ as
well as a number of the neuropsychological tests[ Patient R2\
who was prone to severe migraine headaches\ su}ered one while
taking the verbal ~uency test which could have accounted for
his unusually low score[
Stimuli[ Each subject viewed line drawings displayed on a
high resolution screen controlled by a Macintosh IIfx[ Each
picture could be inscribed in a circle with a diameter of 2[2>
with a center that was 2[21> from the center of the _xation
point[ The closest possible distance between the center of the
_xation point and the nearest contour of the object picture was\
therefore\ 0[56>\ which was a minimum of 0[07> o} the vertical
and horizontal midlines[ The stimuli were 07 nonsense objects
composed of three or four simple volumes "organized into two
sets of nine objects each\ as shown in Fig[ 1# in the nonsense
objects task on Experiment 0\ and 37 familiar objects "13 pairs
of exemplars having the same name\ e[g[ two chairs# in the
familiar objects task[ The pictures were drawn in Cricket Draw
and Adobe Illustrator with a line thickness of 1 pixels[
Sequence of events on a trial[ Following the presentation of a
central _xation dot "a disk that was 9[64> in diameter#\ subjects
were given a 049 msec exposure to a picture of an object in one
of the four quadrants of the screen\ followed by a mask of
random lines presented for 022 msec\ as shown in Figs 2 and 3[
The mask\ which covered the stimulus location\ was
accompanied by a single digit at the _xation point[ A second
object was then presented for 199 msec in the same location as
the _rst object[ These durations were too brief for the subject
to saccade to the picture and then return in time to catch the
digit[ Moreover\ the ~ash of the digit attracted attention to
itself[ Subjects made verbal {same|Ð{di}erent| object judgments
followed by a report of the digit[ Response times were recorded
using a Scienti_c Prototype voice key[ A {same| pair could be
identical or rotated by 29> or 59> in depth[
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Table 0[ Speci_cations of patients and controls
—
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Patients
Age
Sex
Ed
Dominant
Dominant
Age of _rst seizure
hand
hemisphere
*
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
L0
16
F
1
R
L
Most of life
L1
10
M
0
R
L
Most of life "09 months#
L2
10
F
1
L
R
Most of life
L3
12
F
1
R
L
Entire life
R0
29
F
9
R
L
06
R1
24
F
5
R
L
10
R2
32
M
1
R
L
08
Mean
17[4
1[0
Controls
Age
Sex
Ed
A0
18
F
4
A1
23
F
2
A2
08
M
1
A3
10
F
3
B0
20
M
09
B1
08
M
1
B2
10
F
3
B3
10
F
1
Mean
13[3
3
—
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Notes] For the patients\ L and R refer to side of lobectomy[ For the controls\ A and B refer to
arbitrary matches to left and right lobectomized subjects\ respectively[ Education refers to years
of post secondary schooling[ {Vocational Tech| was entered as 1 years "beyond high school#\ a
MA as 5\ and post!doctoral fellowship as 09[ For the patients\ the dominant hemisphere was
determined by Wada testing[ The phrases describing the age of _rst seizures are quotes from the
testing report[

Table 1[ Detailed speci_cations of neuropsychological testing of patients
—
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
ReyÐOsterrieth
Months
Extent
since
"cm#
IQ
Time
NC
REC
VF
BNT
surgery
removed
*
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
L0
85 "75#
021
20
01
16
34
3
4[9¦ H
L1
88
110
20
08[4
³3
33
09
2[4¦ H
L2
82 "74#
015
13
01
01
38
21
5[7¦1[4 PTL ¦H
L3
009 "est[#
74
14
02
41
40
37
4[9
L Mean
88[4
030
16[7
03[0
12[6
36[1
10
4[6
*
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
R0
096 "090# 081
21
12[4
51
36
7
4[4¦ H
R1
015 "006# 019
23
29[4
71
59
24
6[9¦ H
R2
019 "007#
83
25
07
06
38
31
4[4¦ H
R Mean
006[5
057[5
23
13
42[5
41
17[2 5[9
*
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
L¦R Mean 096[2
027[5
29[0
07[2
25[5
38[2
14[4 4[7
—
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Notes] IQ is the WAIS full scale score\ administered postoperatively[ The value in parentheses is
the preoperative IQ score\ when noted in the neuropsychological evaluations[ Copy Time\ NC\ and
REC all refer to the ReyÐOsterrieth Complex Figure Test consisting of 25 segments to be copied^
Copy Time is the number of seconds needed to copy the _gure\ NC refers to the number of segments
"out of 25# correctly copied\ REC is the number of segments recalled immediately after copying[ VF
refers to the percentile rank on a Verbal Fluidity test as assessed by controlled association[ BNT is
the number of pictures correctly named in the Boston Naming Test[ In this test\ a correct response
requires that a sub!classi_cation term be used\ e[g[ nozzle\ not hose[ Months since Surgery is the time\
in months\ between the patient|s surgery and participation in the experiment[ Extent Removed refers
to the length "cm#\ as speci_ed in the pathologists| reports\ of temporal cortex removed from the
anterior tip extending toward the occipital lobe[ PTL refers to the posterior temporal lobe[ H
designates that the hippocampus was removed\ though this was inferred\ in two cases\ from the tissue
as coming from the {mesial surface[| It is likely that H was removed in patient L3 but it was not
speci_ed in the pathologist|s report[
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Fig[ 1[ The set of nonsense objects used in the sameÐdi}erent task[ A {di}erent| trial would pair one of the objects from Group 0
with one from Group 1 "at 9>\ 29> or 59> rotation in depth#[ Both images on a {same| trial would be of the identical object but the
object could be rotated in depth by 9>\ 29> or 59>[

Nonsense objects task[ This task used the two groups "0 and
1# of objects shown in Fig[ 1 and was run prior to the familiar
objects task[ Each object was comprised of a large central geon
ð1Ł and three peripheral geons attached at "approximately# the
01\ 2\ 5\ and 8 o|clock positions[ Figure 2 shows an example of
a {same| trial with a 59> rotation in depth of a nonsense object[
Ninety!six trials were run[ On {di}erent| trials one nonsense
object was drawn from each of the two groups[$ The objects in
each group were comprised of the same set of nine geons[ Each
geon was the central geon once in each group but shared no
peripheral geons and\ as far as possible\ had di}erent attach!
ment positions with its cohort in the other group[ Subjects could
not base their response\ therefore\ on any individual geon or
relation[ The division of the objects into the two groups was
arbitrary in that any one object could have been placed in the
other group by swapping it with its same!central!geon cohort[
Familiar objects task[ The {di}erent| trials on this task used
the two members of an exemplar pair\ so that the di}erent
objects always had the same name\ as illustrated in Fig[ 3[
Subjects could not\ therefore\ base their response on the name
or basic level classi_cation of the images[ The task with familiar
objects "177 trials# was run immediately after the task with
nonsense objects[ Subjects were given 13 practice trials with the
nonsense objects and 01 with the familiar objects[ Experimental
objects were not used for practice in either task[
Subjects were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately
as possible and to provide the name of the _xation digit after
their response[ After each trial\ feedback was provided to the
subject as to the accuracy of the response and\ if correct\ the
RT for that trial was displayed[ One quarter of each of a
subject|s object images were displayed in each of the four quad!
rants\ randomly ordered[ The dual task requirement proved to
be the most trying aspect of the procedure\ and it was sometimes
di.cult for subjects to refrain from _xating the position where
the object had been displayed\ thereby missing the digit[
*
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
$ This feature of the design\ in which di}erent trials of the
nonsense objects came from di}erent sets\ was undesirable "and
unnecessary#\ in that subjects could have used their learning
of the di}erent sets to distinguish same from di}erent trials[
However\ as shown in Fig[ 2\ the sets were so similar that it
would have been unlikely for such learning to have occurred
over the 85 trials during this part of the experiment[ As evidence
for this last point\ overall mean RTs in the second half of the
block\ where the di}erences would have been learned\ were
5 msec longer than they were in the _rst half[ There was only a
modest reduction of 2[8) in error rates which would have been
a consequence of all sources of learning\ not just of the stimuli[

However\ the objects were presented too brie~y for the subjects
to actually _xate the object while it was on and return to catch
the digit[ Trials on which a subject failed to accurately report
the central number were dropped from the analysis as we could
not be con_dent that the subject had maintained _xation on
that trial[ If a response was not made within 2 sec\ the trial was
considered an error[
Desi`n[ The basic design was 3 "quadrants#×1 "responses\
same or di}erent#×2 "orientations] 9>\ 29> or 59># for each
subject[ In the unfamiliar!objects task\ four di}erent objects "of
the 07 total# were presented as the _rst stimulus in each of these
13 combinations of conditions to yield the 85 trials[ In the
familiar!objects task\ 01 objects were presented in each of these
combinations of conditions[ In both tasks\ order was counter!
balanced such that for each subject who saw a particular
sequence\ a matched subject viewed the same sequence in
reverse order[ A di}erent sequence\ determined by Latin
Square\ with di}erent objects assigned to the various
conditions\ was used for every pair of subjects[ Because there
were eight controls but only seven patients\ there was a patient
with an identical sequence for each control subject except for
the eighth control subject[ The consequence of the balancing
was that all conditions\ objects\ and quadrants appeared equally
often with each of the objects at the same mean serial position
for the controls "save for a slight departure from complete
balancing within the patient group because eight subjects were
required for a completely balanced design#[

Results
Figure 4 shows the reaction times "RTs# "Upper panel#
and sensitivity "Lower panel#\ computed as Hits minus
False Alarms "H!FA#\ for both patients and controls\ as
a function of rotation angle and hemisphere in the sameÐ
di}erent experiment\ collapsed over whether the stimuli
were familiar or nonsense objects[ As noted previously\
the di}erences among the three groups "left patients\ right
patients\ and controls# may have been present prior to
the surgery] The one control subject who might have been
closest to the patients in overall ability based on age and
educational level\ performed at a level that was within
the range of the patients\ as measured by both RT and
accuracy[
The error bars in the RT _gures were calculated by
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Fig[ 2[ Sequence of events on a 59> orientation di}erence\ {same| trial with nonsense objects in the sameÐdi}erent task[ A correct
response on this trial would require the response {same!3| in that the small digit at the _xation point had to be accurately reported
along with the judgment of the objects as same or di}erent[

Fig[ 3[ Sequence of events on a 9> orientation di}erence\ {di}erent| trial with familiar objects in the sameÐdi}erent task[ The two
objects in this task always had the same name "and basic level classi_cation#[ Only if the two exemplars were identical\ ignoring any
di}erences of orientation in depth\ were the subjects to respond {same|[ This is a di}erent trial because the two exemplars of the class
chair were not identical[ "The designation of orientation on di}erent trials was arbitrary[#

expressing each data point as a deviation score from the
mean of that stimulus| overall RT so that variability
between subjects and stimuli were removed[ The remain!
ing variance is attributable to interactions between

subjects\ stimuli\ and the interactions of subjects and
stimuli with conditions[ The error bars on the sensitivity
values were calculated in the same manner[
For the patients\ the overall levels of performance\ as
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"³0)# and only once in over 2999 trials for the controls[
The secondary task of reporting the digits was relatively
more di.cult for the patients than the controls\ con!
stituting 6[6) of the total trials "5) when only the digit
was in error^ 0[6) when both digit and response was in
error# of the patients and only 0[2) of the total trials
"0[0) when only the digit was in error and 9[1) when
both were in error# for the controls[
We found similar e}ects for familiar and nonsense
objects] No di}erence between lobectomized and intact
hemispheres was apparent[ Moreover\ the e}ects of
rotation and familiarity were approximately the same
in patient and control populations\ suggesting that the
de_cits revealed by the patients were not a function of a
distributed object recognition system that had undergone
graceful degradation\ i[e[ a mass action e}ect[ Such a
degradation would be expected to produce greater costs
from rotation or unfamiliarity or any variable that
increased object recognition di.culty[

Experiment 1] Naming
In this task\ which was always performed prior to the
sameÐdi}erent task\ subjects merely had to name objects[
It is presented second as Experiment 1 because its pro!
cedure can be described as a subset of the sameÐdi}erent
task studied in Experiment 0[
Fig[ 4[ "Upper panel#[ Mean correct RTs for {same| responses
as a function of subject group\ angle of rotation\ and hemi!
sphere to which the image was projected "intact or sectioned
for the patients^ right or left for the controls# collapsed over
object familiarity "familiar vs nonsense objects#[ Error bars were
calculated after removal of between subject and between stimuli
variance[ "Lower panel#[ Mean sensitivity values "Hit Rate
minus False Alarm Rate# for {same| responses as a function of
subject group\ angle of rotation\ hemisphere to which the image
was projected "intact or sectioned for the patients^ right or left
for the controls# collapsed over object familiarity "familiar vs
nonsense objects#[

well as the e}ects of rotation angle\ were virtually ident!
ical for images projected to the lobectomized and normal
hemispheres[ Although RTs were shorter and error rates
lower for the controls compared to the patients\ the slopes
over rotation angle were virtually identical[ The di}er!
ences between patients and controls were in the intercept[
Table 2 shows the mean correct RTs and HÐFA rates
for a _ner breakdown of the data\ showing the e}ects of
object familiarity and hemisphere of lesion[ The patients
with left lobectomies performed more slowly than those
with right lobectomies\ but the error rates were approxi!
mately the same[ The incidence of errors caused by
exceeding the three second limit were very rare[ They
occurred only 02 times in 1577 trials for the patients

Method
The _rst three panels of Fig[ 3 illustrate the sequence of
events on a typical trial in this task\ except] "a# the picture was
exposed for 099 msec "rather than 049 msec# and "b# the mask
and digit were exposed for 014 msec "rather than 099 msec#[
Note that only one object was presented on each trial^ there
was no object following the mask in Experiment 1[ Two blocks
of trials were run\ each consisting of 017 pictures\ including 39
pairs of objects with the same name but a di}erent shape\ such
as a grand piano and an upright piano[ The remaining 37 objects
did not have a same name partner among the stimuli[ A second
block of trials was run with the same pictures\ but in a di}erent
order\ to assess priming "the magnitude of facilitation from the
_rst to the second block#[ Stimuli were balanced for each subject
such that stimuli which appeared in one quadrant on the _rst
block were equally divided amongst all four quadrants in the
second block[ Half of these pictures were in the same leftÐright
orientation as they were on the _rst block[ The other half
were mirror reversals of the _rst block images[ These pictures
generally di}ered from those used in the sameÐdi}erent task[
Subjects were given 13 practice trials with pictures not in the
experiment proper[ The subjects and other aspects of the stimuli
and procedures were identical to those in Experiment 0[
Responses synonymous with the feedback term\ such as
{automobile| for {car|\ were counted as correct[ A response was
recorded as an error if it was not the basic level name of the
object presented or if the number was not accurately reported[
False starts and responses that occurred more than three
seconds after the object was displayed were also considered
errors[
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Table 2[ Mean correct {same| reaction times "msec#\ hitsÐfalse alarms\ and rotation slopes ">:sec# as a function
of subject group\ hemisphere of presentation\ and object familiarity
—
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Familiar objects
Nonsense objects
Hemisphere
Hemisphere
Left
Right
Left
Right
Group
RT
HÐFAs
RT
HÐFAs
RT
HÐFAs
RT
HÐFAs
*
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
Controls
731
9[456
676
9[515
714
9[518
799
9[564
Left patients
0935
9[414
0955
9[514
0942
9[476
0908
9[599
Right patients
785
9[498
743
9[529
808
9[506
772
9[469
*
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
Slopes ">:sec#
*
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
Controls
246
344
499
344
Left patients
161
841
197
879
Right patients

361
0171
1473
—
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
This group showed no e}ect of rotation for stimuli presented to the left hemisphere[ H!FAs is the hit rate
minus the false alarm rate[

Results
Figures 5 and 6 show the overall RTs and error rates as
a function of hemisphere for normal and control subjects[
The overall e}ects of sectioning the temporal lobe in a
hemisphere were slight] When an image was projected to
the intact hemisphere\ RTs were only 7 msec shorter and
error rates only 1[3) lower than when the image was
projected to the sectioned hemisphere[ For the control
subjects\ the data are shown separately for left and right

Fig[ 5[ Mean correct picture naming RTs as a function of
subject group and hemisphere[ Error bars were calculated after
removal of between subject and between stimuli variance[

Fig[ 6[ Mean error rates in naming as a function of subject
group and hemisphere[ Error bars were calculated as the stan!
dard error for a proportion[

hemispheres[ Unlike Experiment 0 "where there was an
advantage for stimuli projected to the left hemisphere#\
there was virtually no e}ect of visual _eld on naming
latency[ Responses to images projected to the right hemi!
sphere were only 09 msec faster\ but with a 2[9) higher
error rate\ than images shown to the left hemisphere[
Second block data and primin`[ There was substantial
facilitation in performance from the _rst to the second
trial blocks] RTs were 81 msec lower and error rates were
reduced by 03[1) for the patients and 46 msec and 02[4)
lower for the controls\ as shown in Table 3[ That is\ the
magnitude of priming\ when assessed as di}erences in
performance from block 0 to block 1\ was equivalent for
patients and controls[
Figures 7 and 8 show second block RTs and error rates
as a function of hemisphere[ There was virtually no e}ect
of whether the image was projected to the same or di}er!
ent hemispheres on the two blocks\ nor whether the hemi!
sphere was intact or sectioned[
As in Experiment 0\ subjects with left temporal lobe
sections performed somewhat worse than those with right
temporal lobe sections\ with overall RTs that were
53 msec longer and error rates that were 2[2) higher[
Table 3 presents a _ner breakdown of these data by block\
hemisphere and group[ Trials that were counted as errors
because the three second limit was exceeded were rela!
tively infrequent in both groups[ For the patients with
left temporal lobectomies\ they occurred on 1[2) of the
trials on the _rst block and only 0[3) on the second
block[ For the patients with right temporal lobectomies\
the corresponding values were 2[5) and 0[9)[ The inci!
dence of these errors was independent of whether the
image was presented to the intact or sectioned hemi!
sphere[ The patients erred on reporting the digit on
04[46) of the trials^ 09[27) when only the digit was
missed and 4[08) when both the digit and the object
were missed[ The controls missed the digit on a total of
7[82) of the trials^ 5[04) when only the digit was incor!
rect and 1[67 when both the digit and the object were
incorrect[
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Table 3[ Mean correct reaction times "msec# and error rates ")# in object
naming as a function of group\ hemisphere of projection\ and block in
Experiment 1
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
—
Response times "msec#
Errors ")#
Patients
Intact Lobect[ Means
Intact Lobect[ Means
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
*
Block 0
0052
0032
0042
32[4
35[1
33[8
Block 1
0932
0968
0950
18[4
20[6
29[5
Means
0092
0000
25[4
28[9
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
*
Side of Lobectomy
Right
0944
0975
0960
25[4
24[0
24[7
Left
0030
0017
0024
25[4
30[7
28[1
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
*
Controls
Right
Left
Means
Right
Left
Means
Block 0
764
768
766
18[0
20[5
29[3
Block 1
722
797
710
04[9
07[5
05[7
Means
743
733
11[0
14[0
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
—

Fig[ 7[ Mean correct picture naming RTs on the second block
as a function of subject group\ hemisphere\ and whether the
image was projected to the same or di}erent hemisphere on the
_rst block[ Error bars were calculated after removal of between
subject and between stimuli variance[

impossible when the image was projected to a hemisphere
without the anterior regions of its temporal lobe\ with
normal performance if the image was projected to the
intact hemisphere[ Not only did we not obtain the
extreme result\ there was no evidence for the weaker
e}ect] Projecting an image to the lobectomized hemi!
sphere did not even result in a decrement in performance
"in RTs or accuracy# relative to that obtained when the
image was presented to the intact hemisphere[ Even
though only seven patients were run\ these results are
highly reliable in that each patient was used as his or her
own control and the tasks were tightly controlled so
stimulus variability could be removed[ Consequently\ the
error bars in these experiments are substantially reduced
from what they would be in the typical patient study
"where error bars are rarely displayed#[
In this discussion we consider three questions] "a# Why
was there a di}erence between the patients and controls
and a di}erence between left and right lobectomy groups<
"b# Why was there no de_cit in recognition when an image
was projected to a lesioned\ as compared to an intact\
hemisphere< "c# If object recognition is performed prior
to AIT\ then what function is served by AIT<

Differences between groups
Fig[ 8[ Mean correct picture naming error rates on the second
block as a function of subject group\ hemisphere\ and whether
the image was projected to the same or di}erent hemisphere on
the _rst block[ Error bars were calculated as the standard error
for a proportion[

Discussion
An extreme\ but possible\ outcome of this experiment
would have been that high level object recognition was

The performance of patients on these tasks was worse
than that of the controls and the performance of the
left lobectomy patients was worse than that of the right
lobectomy patients[ We conclude that these di}erences
represent pre!experimental ability levels[
Patients vs controls[ Although the patients performed
at a markedly lower level on these speeded tasks than the
controls\ their disadvantage was not increased by factors
that would increase di.culty in the sameÐdi}erent task\
viz[\ stimulus unfamiliarity or rotation angle\ nor did they
evidence reduced priming in the naming task[ Jensen ð22Ł
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has shown that performance on novel perceptual!motor
tasks\ such as those used here\ is predictable from IQ
scores[ Thus the group di}erences\ both between patients
and controls and between left and right sectioned pati!
ents\ likely re~ect di}erences "a# that existed prior to the
surgery\ and "b# occurred in stages subsequent to object
recognition\ such as decision and response selection[ A
somewhat less parsimonious possibility\ which we cannot
de_nitively rule out at this time\ is that the lesioned tissue
was participating in a distributed "or mass action# system
that manifested graceful degradation for shape rec!
ognition and that other areas subserve rotational invari!
ance and priming[ This alternative is termed less
parsimonious in that it posits additional tissue for prim!
ing and rotational matching that would be independent
of an object recognition system[
Dual!task performance[ Much of the di.culty in per!
forming these tasks\ as noted previously\ derived from
the dual task methodology that was employed to induce
the subjects to remain on central _xation[ This was cer!
tainly the subjective impression of the authors when they
performed the task[ Even when the digit was _xated\
sometimes it was forgotten during the brief interval when
attention was directed toward making the object
response[ Consequently\ there is little doubt that per!
formance on these tasks was lowered and variability
increased because of the requirements for report of the
_xation digit[ Nonetheless\ the data do not suggest that
removal of AIT in one hemisphere di}erentially a}ected
performance on either the shape recognition or the digit
reporting tasks[
We note here a potential bene_t to be derived from
the secondary task requirement of reporting the _xation
digit[ Without a secondary task\ a subject might be able
to devote excess {attentional capacity| to counteract per!
ceptual de_cits[ For example\ the reduction in intel!
ligibility of arti_cial speech compared to natural speech
is not readily observed unless a secondary task is imposed
that prevents the listener from attending more to the
arti_cial speech ð27Ł[ In the present case\ the presence of
the secondary task would have reduced the attentional
capacity that the subject might have devoted to make up
for less e.cient perceptual processing\ if it existed\ in the
sectioned hemisphere[
Lower performance with the left lobectomy patients
compared to the ri`ht[ Recall that the review of the PET
and human lesion results indicated that naming was more
likely to be associated with damage to the left hemisphere
than the right[ Although overall performance was worse
for those patients with left lobectomies\ the de_cit com!
pared to those with right lobectomies was modest] only
a 2[2) higher error rate and 53 msec increase in naming
RTs[ As noted earlier\ it is likely that the worse per!
formance of the left lobectomy patients was a function
of a lower level of functioning in general\ as their pre!
operative performance was lower than that for the right
sectioned patients\ rather than an object recognition
de_cit\ in that they were still able to perform the task
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and reported little di.culty in their day to day object
recognition activities[ They also performed worse than
the right lobectomy patients on the depth!rotation mat!
ching task\ which did not require naming[ Our results
suggest that to the extent that lesions to the left middle
temporal area result in severe naming de_cits\ the de_cit
may be a consequence of damage to the posterior regions
of this cortical area "which were spared in the present
surgery# or collateral damage to the speech areas[ The
presence of a right homonymous hemianopia and naming
di.culties in the patient tested by Flude et al[ ð08Ł suggest
that his lesion may have extended to these more posterior
temporal regions and to areas in the occipital lobe[
Although we cannot de_nitively rule out a general
de_cit in naming from left AIT lesions\ we _nd little
support for it with these particular patients performing
these tasks[
Webster et al[ ð51Ł have documented a considerable
degree of developmental plasticity associated with lesions
of TE in that such lesions in infant monkeys resulted in
the preservation of transient connections from TEO to
the amygdala that are normally pruned as the animal
matures[ Not only were these connections preserved but
areas of the amygdala that are normally served by area
TE were occupied by connections that sprouted from
TEO[ Of the patients in the present investigation\ seizures
were evidenced at a very young age only by the left AIT
sectioned patients\ not by the right[ There would have
thus been more opportunity for infant plasticity to com!
pensate for the lesion producing the seizures in the left
sectioned group[ If this did occur\ then the results suggest
that these connections were not critical for performance
on the present tasks\ as the right AIT sectioned subjects\
especially R1 whose surgery was a result of a tumor rather
that an infant lesion\ performed quite well with images
projected to the right hemisphere[

How could there have been substantial object processing
when an image was projected to the lobectomized
hemisphere<
We consider\ and accept\ two non!exclusive answers to
the title question of this section] "a# The anterior halves
of the temporal lobes are not required for high level
object recognition of the kind assessed here\ and "b#
object recognition can be accomplished by the remaining
temporal lobe through e.cient callosal transfer[
Object reco`nition in humans is achieved by re`ions pos!
terior to AIT[ This position has been previously advanced
by Farah ð05Ł and our results are consistent with her
hypothesis[
Lesions to V3 in the macaque result in severe de_cits
in shape discrimination ð42Ł\ as do lesions to IT ð11Ł[ There
is now ample evidence that V3 is critical for achieving
invariance over variations in position\ size\ occlusion\
and contour noise ð42Ł\ and the capacity to respond to a
less salient attribute value\ i[e[ something that is smaller
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or of lower contrast ð43Ł[$ In contrast\ lesions to IT have
no e}ect on transferring an originally learned dis!
crimination to one in which the stimuli are changed in
size or orientation ð18Ł[
Given that V3 supports the computation of a rep!
resentation that is invariant over changes in viewpoint\
occlusion\ noise\ and lighting\ it is possible that TEO
supports the derivation of a reduced code\ such as that
specifying a structural description\ that can be e.ciently
associated with an arbitrary response[ Whereas the de_!
cits in V3 are apparent in performing a simultaneous
discrimination\ such as making a _xation to a match!to!
sample ð42Ł or {odd man out| ð43Ł\ the de_cits in IT lesions
are revealed in learning to associate a stimulus to an
arbitrary response[ By this account\ TEO lesions might
produce smaller de_cits in performing the simultaneous
discrimination tasks developed by Schiller[
What area in humans might serve an equally critical
role as IT and AIT for the representation of object shape<
Two candidates are the dorsolateral regions of area 08\
just rostral to area 07\ and the fusiform gyri\ area 26[ Both
would have been spared by the temporal lobectomies[
Kaas ð23Ł\ on the basis of anatomical parallels\ has
argued that V3 in humans may be on the dorsolateral
surface of the occipital cortex with IT at the occipitalÐ
temporal border\ near the superior temporal region[ This
is the region that Farah ð05Ł has proposed as a site critical
for the representation of object parts[ It is also the locus
of one of the lesions of D[ F[ ð12\ 13Ł who had normal
color and motion perception as well as a capacity for
motor interactions with objects but no capacity for either
judging the orientation of a segment or determining its
identity on the basis of its shape[ This area also includes
the region of the middle occipital gyrus where increased
PET activity "though only on the left side# in object
classi_cation tasks has been found[
Almost all studies of PET activity during object classi!
_cation show involvement of the fusiform gyri[ This is
the region "though only on the left side# that Farah ð05Ł
had argued is involved in the representation of multiple
shapes\ such as the di}erent parts of an object or letters
of a word[ The experiment by Martin et al[ ð39Ł reported
*
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
$ Although we are unaware of direct comparisons of IT and
V3 lesions for shape\ a somewhat opposite picture is apparent
for color discriminations than the one we are proposing for
shape discriminations[ Heywood et al[ ð15\ 16Ł showed that
color discriminations are only moderately a}ected by V3 lesions
but severely a}ected by IT lesions just anterior to V3[ These IT
lesions largely spare achromatic discrimination abilities[ Zeki
ð52Ł and Zeki et al[ ð53Ł proposed that because lesions of the
lingual and posterior fusiform gyri produce cerebral ach!
romatopsia\ then these gyri might be homologous to V3 in the
macaque\ as a large portion of V3 cells show strong color
tuning[ Heywood et al[ ð15\ 16Ł suggest that the ventromedial
lesions to the lingual and fusiform gyri that produced cerebral
achromatopsia might have had their e}ects either on tissue that
is functionally equivalent to IT or on the _bers from earlier
visual areas to IT[ It is possible that the color tuning evident in
V3 is involved in the calculation of color constancy[

bilateral activation of both the left and right fusiform
gyri in silent naming of both animal and tools[
Even if recognition was accomplished at these stages
that are earlier than AIT\ then worse performance in a
lesioned hemisphere might have been produced because
of retrograde degeneration of feed forward _bers from
earlier visual areas to later visual areas or direct destruc!
tion of backward _bers\ which have been well docu!
mented in the case of AIT : V3 in the monkey ð06Ł[ It is
of interest that no e}ects of such degeneration\ if it did
occur\ were apparent in the subjects| performance[
Object reco`nition was accomplished by the intact tem!
poral lobe[ To consider this possibility\ we must address
two related questions] What is the pathway for real!time
object "shape# recognition< What are the inter!
hemispheric connections of this pathway< These ques!
tions are critical for interpreting the lateralized
presentations of the current investigation for\ as noted in
the Introduction\ even if AIT was required for object
recognition\ a completely e.cient transfer of information
to the intact temporal lobe prior to AIT would render
unilateral removal of AIT ine}ective "or less e}ective# for
producing sizable de_cits in performance[
In V3 in the macaque\ the receptive _elds rarely cross
more than a degree or so into the ipsilateral visual _eld
ð04Ł[$
The experiments by Schiller ð42Ł and Schiller and Lee
ð43Ł can be interpreted as providing direct evidence
against e.cient callosal transfer of stimulus information
in V3 or at an earlier stage in the macaque[ In these
studies a portion of V3 that coded either the lower left or
lower right portion of the visual _eld was lesioned[ The
Schiller and Lee ð43Ł experiment employed circular dis!
plays of eight items "positioned as the hours on a clock
face#[ Monkeys were trained to make a saccade from a
central _xation point to an item that di}ered from the
rest of the items in the display "all of which were the
same#[ The monkeys showed decrements in their ability
to respond to low saliency targets "e[g[ smaller\ lower
contrast# when such targets were in the receptive _eld
of the lesion[ If there was e.cient transfer of stimulus
information to the intact hemisphere then these de_cits
should not have been evidenced[ Similar reason can be
applied to the Schiller ð42Ł study\ although there the mon!
key had to make a saccade to a peripheral stimulus that
matched a central one[

*
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ
$ Although the classic receptive _elds only rarely extend
across the midline\ and then only for less than a degree\ there
are long!range suppressive interactions in V3 such that a large
bar\ of the same color and orientation as the preferred stimulus\
but located up to 05> from the midline in the opposite visual
_eld\ can inhibit responding ð04Ł[ Desimone et al[ ð04Ł theorize
that these inhibitory e}ects\ mediated by the corpus callosum\
may play a role in color constancy and _gure ground segre!
gation[
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How much visual processing for real!time object
recognition remains after V3< Extensive callosal
connections suggest that a perceptual description has
already been achieved
What amount of visual processing remains to be
accomplished in areas following V3< In the macaque\
although the receptive _elds in V3 are larger than they
are in V0 and V1\ they still retain a retinotopic organ!
ization and relatively simple spatial tuning functions
"though with variation in the coordinate spaces in that
some units are tuned to patterns that are de_ned by polar
and hyperbolic coordinate# ð10Ł[ Moreover\ after V3\ in
IT\ the receptive _elds are enormous\ averaging 15>\ and
retain little\ if any\ retinotopic correlation[ There are
extensive connections in TEO after V3 in the macaque\
as well as through the anterior commissures ð36Ł\ and
such connections most likely characterize human pos!
terior temporal cortex as well[ These connections\
assuming that they are the same in humans and
macaques\ would allow transfer of information prior to
AIT\ in the posterior inferior temporal lobe "PIT#[
Biederman ð2Ł has proposed that the existence of wide!
spread callosal e}erent connections from a given stage
are an indication that a reduced code has been activated[
For example\ a small number of units are all that are
required for specifying a viewpoint invariant\ structural
description of an object "e[g[ Ref[ ð29Ł#[ The callosal con!
nections that are present in early stages\ viz[\ V0\ V1\ and
V3\ in the macaque\ are presumed to facilitate grouping
across the midline but nothing else[ Widespread inter!
hemispheric transmission of image information prior to
V3 would be of spatial _lter activation values that would
only add noise to the cells in the contralateral hemisphere[
Once a reduced code can be activated\ its transmission to
the opposite hemisphere allows it to have access to a high
level perceptual description of the ipsilateral visual _eld[
If priming is mediated by representations in AIT\ then
the results of the naming task suggest that the inter!
hemispheric transfer of information required for these
representations is completely e.cient in that there was
as much priming for images presented to the lesioned
hemisphere as to the intact hemisphere[ The transfer
would have to be by way of the callosum\ at PIT\ rather
than at the anterior commissures\ in that the lesioned
area was that served by the anterior commissures[ The
independence of the magnitude of priming on whether
the stimuli are presented to the same or di}erent hemi!
spheres has been observed previously in normal subjects
ð3\ 00Ł[

If not object recognition\ what visual functions are
performed by the anterior regions of the temporal lobes<
A question that is raised by a posterior locus for object
recognition concerns just what visual functions are served
by the massive amounts of tissue removed in temporal
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lobectomies[ It is unlikely that the anterior reaches of the
temporal lobes are on some vestigial path "bookends for
the hippocampus<# in that they show enormous expan!
sion relative to infrahuman primates[ One possibility is
that they are part of a distributed memory system and
the poorer performance revealed by our patients relative
to the controls re~ects a form of graceful degradation
characteristic of such systems[ Somewhat inconsistent
with this interpretation is that the patients did not reveal
greater de_cits than the controls with unfamiliar or
rotated objects\ as would be expected from a less e.cient
system[ There is little doubt\ however\ that temporal!lobe
patients demonstrate some longer term memory loss for
visual information "e[g[ Refs ð30Ł\ ð37Ł\ ð45Ł and ð46Ł#[
Rather than real!time object recognition\ it is possible
that AIT is part of a system for representing visual epi!
sodes and integrating them with prior knowledge\ a
hypothesis suggested by Sergent et al[ ð44Ł[ This hypoth!
esis can explain how it is possible to have so many cells
tuned to arbitrary experimental stimuli in the Logothetis
and Miyashita experiments\ without any noticeable de_!
cit "we presume# in responding to new stimuli[ The esti!
mates "¼00) in the Logothetis et al[ ð26Ł experiment# of
the proportion of cells showing preferential tuning to the
speci_c experimental stimuli could suggest a calculation
that the monkey could only represent the stimuli from
about 8Ð09 experiments before it would run out of coding
capacity[ The Li et al[ ð25Ł results suggest that many of
these AIT cells are participating in competitive inter!
actions so that the net result would be that relatively few
cells would be coding any one episode but that the intense
experimental training is providing many current episodes[
The competitive aspect of AIT coding could explain why
it is so rare for AIT to show any activity in PET imagery[
It would be instructive to test for tuning to experimental
stimuli after a new set of experimental stimuli has been
learned[
Another possible function for AIT\ suggested by the
di.culty that temporal patients have in interpreting pic!
ture anomalies ð32\ 33Ł\ is that temporal lobes play a role
in the quick access to semantic information derived from
the arrangement of multiple objects into scenes[ In con!
structing an extraordinarily large number of arbitrary
but predictable environments\ humans have a far greater
demand for scene representations than monkeys[ Thus\
capacity for scene representation may ultimately prove
to be a special case of episodic integration but scene
representations are likely to be one of the more signi_cant
ways in which human and monkey visual capabilities
di}er[

Conclusion
The recognition of images projected to a hemisphere
lacking AIT does not su}er relative to the recognition
of images projected to an intact hemisphere[ Two non!
exclusive implications follow from this result] "a# Object
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recognition may be completed prior to the lesioned tissue\
perhaps at the occipitalÐtemporal border or in a more
posterior region of the temporal lobe with no retrograde
interference e}ects from the lesioned tissue\ and "b# com!
pletely e.cient callosal transfer allows the intact hemi!
sphere to achieve recognition as e}ectively as when it is
projected to the ipsilateral hemisphere[ Rather than real!
time object recognition\ AIT may subserve the rep!
resentation of visual episodes and scenes[
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